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2K vs 4K cavity performance 

 



4K quarter-cryomodule test 
 The cavities, designated as #7 and #8 due to their position with 

respect to RF couplers in the tunnel, were tested at 4 K to determine 

stable operating gradients. 

 

 Cavity #7 reached Eacc = 9.5 MV/m and cavity #8 reached Eacc = 10 

MV/m, before being limited by window arcing above Eacc = 10.5 

MV/m. In both cases the helium liquid level remained stable with 

the JT valve opened to 70 %, which we considered a heat load limit 

not to exceed  

 

 Both cavities were simultaneously powered to Eacc = 8 MV/m, again 

with the JT valve open to 70 % 

 

 Assuming a typical Q0 = 3·108 at 4.3 K, we estimate about 200 

Watts were dissipated into the helium bath during 4 K testing 



4K tests with the beam 



 

Parameter Unit March 23, 2016 June 17, 2016 

CHL Condition K 4K 2K 

Cavities # 0L02-7,8 0L02-7,8 

Gradient MV/m 5.00, 5.32 5.00, 5.32 

PSET (Crest) deg 164.8, 83.2 -168.4, 123.6 

Momentum MeV/c 6.34 6.47 

Laser Used Hall A A 

Max Intensity (IBC0L02) µA 80 60 

Horizontal Normalized Emittance (MQJ0L02) mm-mrad 0.38 ± 0.01 0.44 ± 0.01 

Horizontal Beta (MQJ0L02) m 5.21 ± 0.08 9.55 ± 0.12 

Horizontal Alpha (MQJ0L02) rad -1.01 ± 0.01 -3.03 ± 0.04 

Vertical Normalized Emittance (MQJ0L02) mm-mrad 0.34 ± 0.01 0.54 ± 0.01 

Vertical Beta (MQJ0L02) m 2.53 ± 0.06 15.8 ± 0.1 

Vertical Alpha (MQJ0L02) rad -0.42 ± 0.01  -4.39 ± 0.02 

Horizontal Profile Scan (IHA2D00) mm 2.35 ± 0.02 1.46 ± 0.02 

Momentum Spread (dp/p) % 0.22% 0.14% 

Energy Spread (dE/E) keV 14 9 



 

Me are happy 

Parameter Unit March 23, 
2016 

June 17, 
2016 

CHL Condition K 4K 2K 

Cavities # 0L02-7,8 0L02-7,8 

Gradient MV/m 5.00, 5.32 5.00, 5.32 

PSET (Crest) deg 164.8, 83.2 -168.4, 
123.6 

Momentum MeV/c 6.34 6.47 

Laser Used Hall A A 

Max Intensity (IBC0L02) µA 80 60 

Momentum Spread (dp/p) % 0.22% 0.14% 

Energy Spread (dE/E) keV 14 9 



Cavity # Emax [MV/m] JT @ Emax 

1 8.7 75% 

2 (6.0) 59% 

3 9.9 75% 

4 8.4 70% 

5 3.5 54% 

6 3.4 53% 

7 10.0 71% 

8 6.9 72% 

Cavity # Emax [MV/m] JT @ Emax 

1 3 85% 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

0L03 & 0L04 @ 4K 



Beam run @ 18.5 MeV 



Beam quality and cost comparison between 4K and 2K for electron linac operation 

How is the beam quality different between 4K and 2K?  

 

How are the quality factor and the maximum gradient different? 

 

How are the microphonic and the cost of RF different? 

 

How is the cryogenic cost different? 

 

How does the beam quality change with the current and accelerating 

voltage at 4K and 2K? 

 

What can be recommended for 4K operation? 

 

What energy can be expected from CEBAF at 4K? (CEBAF 

commissioning prior to 1996 was done at 4K.) 



NL 4K run 

 

~ 160 MeV 





4K run power consumption 



4K run power consumption 

 The estimated power load was 2.4 MW at the highest energy gain. 

 

 Most of this consumption was due to HPA. Once the HPA is on, it 

draws AC power, whether RF field is generated or not in the 

cavities. 



RF perspective 

Preliminary look at 

gradient and phase 

loop detector errors 

suggests that both the 

gradients and phases 

were within the 

specifications at the 

highest attained 

gradients. 



Cryogenic perspective 



Cryogenic perspective 

 There was approximately 1.3 kW of additional heat in the NL. 

 

 During the test, CHL1 behaved normally. The C2 & C3 1st stage 

and C4 & C5 2nd stage compressors were running. 

 

 The maximum refrigeration capacity of CHL1 is expected to be 

similar to that of CHL2, which is 11.6 kW. However, it is not clear 

whether the plant can be operated in a stable manner at such load. 



Operational perspective 



Operational perspective 
 After a trip cavities detuned and required open loop (manual) tuning 

more often than they do at 2K; 

 

 It was difficult to regulate below 3MeV, some cavities would only 

stabilize at 4-4.5MeV; 

 

 The sensitivity to helium pressure was obvious. At higher linac 

energy gain and, hence, higher helium pressure in the linac, RF was 

detuned from the day before and almost all cryomodules required to 

be manually retuned. 

 

 Overall, if one wants to run at 4K, it would require a lot of effort 

and attention to each trip and therefore more downtime, unless the 

recovery scripts are adapted. 



Beam quality and cost comparison between 4K and 2K for electron linac operation 

How is the beam quality different between 4K and 2K?  

 

How are the quality factor and the maximum gradient different? 

 

How are the microphonic and the cost of RF different? 

 

How is the cryogenic cost different? 

 

How does the beam quality change with the current and accelerating 

voltage at 4K and 2K? 

 

What can be recommended for 4K operation? 

 

What energy can be expected from CEBAF at 4K? 

Unaffected to the extent tested. 

 

Quality factor is lower by ~ 10, maximum gradient similar 

 

Unaffected to the extent tested. 

 

~ 0.5 MW for 150 MeV. Need to be tested with CHL2. 

 

                                   not tested 

 

 

Patience 

 

100 MeV, feasible; 200 MeV, probable; >200 MeV, pulsed. 
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